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in an age when film is consumed across a wide 
variety of platforms the 28th edition of the french
film festival UK is pleased to provide proof of our
ability to innovate in challenging circumstances. 

This year sees the inauguration of an online offer 
under the banner fff @ home in collaboration with
festival scope.

From friday 27 November to friday 4 December
inclusive our programmers have curated a selection 
of feature films and shorts for you to enjoy and 
appreciate in the surroundings of your own home.

settle down 
for the best
seat in the
house!

@ home

Visit www.frenchfilmfestival.org.uk/online to find out more.
Hotline: 07468432711 or email online@frenchfilmfestival.org.uk

VIEWING DETAILS
Each film will be available for 24 hours from the start time indicated next to the date.
Press play at any time during the 24-hour period to view the film. From the moment 
you click you have a further 24 hours to watch the film as many times as you like.

ticKets ON sale frOm 13 NOvemBer. EARLY BIRD RATES FROM 13 TO 21 NOVEMBER.
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how to be a Good Wife 
La Bonne épouse (N/C 12+) 

OPeNiNG film I  fri 27 Nov 19.30
available for 24 hours (see page 2)

Women’s Liberation and the sexual revolution come
to ultra-conservative 60s France in Martin Provost’s
colourful comedy. The immaculate Paulette Van
Der Beck (Juliette Binoche) and her husband have
been running a school of Housekeeping and Good
Manners in Alsace for many years. Their mission is
to train teenage girls to become perfect housewives.
After the death of her husband, Paulette discovers
that the school is on the verge of bankruptcy and
she takes on executive responsibilities. She and her
students start questioning their beliefs spurred by
the nation-wide protests of May 1968. Reunited
with her first love, André (Édouard Baer), and 
with the help of her eccentric stepsister Gilberte
(Yolande Moreau) and strict nun Marie-Thérèse
(Noémie Lvovsky), Paulette joins forces with the
pupils to overcome their suppressed status and
become liberated women.  

Cast Juliette Binoche, Noémie lvovsky, Yolande moreau, 
Édouard Baer, françois Berléand

Director martin Provost I  2020 I  France/Belgium I  109 mins
Int sales memento I  English subtitles

@ home

Under the stars
of Paris
Sous les étoiles 
de Paris (N/C 12+)

sat 28 Nov 19.30
available for 24 hours (see page 2)

A homeless woman, Christine – played
by Catherine Frot – tries to help Suli
(Mahamadou Yaffa), a lost eight-year-old
boy from Burkina Faso to find his mother
on the streets of Paris. Christine 
understands that he has been separated
from his mother. Linked together by their
bond as outsiders, they embark on an 
emotional journey full of tenderness to find
Suli’s mother in the underground world 
of Paris.   

Cast catherine frot, mahamadou Yaffa, Dominique frot

Director claus Drexel I  2020 I  France/Belgium I  86 mins
Int sales memento I  English subtitles 
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felicità (N/C 12+)

sun 29 Nov 17.00
available for 24 hours (see page 2)

Told through the eyes of 11-year-old Tommy, Felicità is an 
endearing French comedy about the pre-teen, her eccentric
mum, her fresh-out-of-jail dad and a road trip. Tommy (Rita
Merle) and her loving yet unpredictable parents aren’t afraid to
put their idiosyncrasies on display. As the summer holidays
come to a close, Tommy doesn’t want to miss the first day of
school (like last year) and can’t wait to show the mean girls
that she’s grown. Only a stolen car, her mother’s disappearance
and an astronaut stand in her way. Akin to the spirited energy
of Little Miss Sunshine, Felicità is a charming look at family
in all its kaleidoscopic glory.

Cast Pio marmaï, rita merle, camille rutherford
Director Bruno merle I  2020 I  France I  81 mins I  Int sales charades 
English subtitles

@ home

French Food. Delivered.

Le Hamperwill take you on a French journey across regions and seasons, creating a unique, modern, and 
unforgettable experience. Order from the comfort of your own home and get your hamper delivered straight to
your door. Choose a pre-made hamper from the range or decide to create your own bespoke hamper packed
with your favourite French food and wine.Get £5 off your hamper by using the code HAMPER5 at checkout.

www.lehamper.com              @lehamper  @lehamper Contact us today: info@lehamper.com

Le Hamper is an online deli specialising in the
creation of gorgeous and tasty French hampers. 



Our territory /Notre Territoire + director mathieu volpe in conversation
When I got to Rignano, the shanty town residents said, "You mustn't keep any trace of our lives here in these
makeshift houses. This despair is not yours to display." Winner, Grand Prix, Festival International Signes de Nuit. 
Dir mathieu volpe I  2019 I  Belgium I  21 mins I  Luna Blue Films I  English subtitles

  

shortcuts
a sister /Une Soeur + director Delphine Girard in conversation 
A night. A car. A woman in trouble. A call. Oscar nomination for best live action short film. 
Dir Delphine Girard I  2018 I  Belgium I  17 mins I  Agence belge du court-métrage I  English subtitles

memorable /Mémorable 
Something strange has been happening recently for Louis, an artist, and his wife Michelle. Their world seems
to be mutating. Animation, Stop-motion. Oscar nomination for best animated short film. Winner, Prix du 
public and Prix des effets visuels Adobe, Clermont-Ferrand Short Film Festival 2020. 
Dir Bruno collet I  2019 I  France I  12 mins I  L’Agence du court métrage I  English subtitles

Good Ol’ Bernard /Mon p’tit Bernard
+ directors Olivier Ducray & Wilfried méance in conversation
Just retired, Bernard now has only one obsession – winning the next racewalking event in his own region. 
Official Selection, Alpe d’Huez Film Festival 2020.
Dirs Olivier Ducray, Wilfried méance I  2020 I  France I  11 mins I  Hanna / Hilldale I  English subtitles

airhead! /Tête de linotte !      
A child confronted with a maths problem and his own problems of concentration, accompanied by a mother
who is slowly but surely losing patience. Animation. Student film. Prix, l’extra courts métrages d’animation,
Premiers Plans Angers 2020. 
Dir Gaspar chabaud I  2019 I  Belgium I  6 mins I  Adifac I  English subtitles

ahmed’s song /Le chant d’Ahmed      
One day Ahmed, employed at the public baths and nearing retirement, encounters Mike, a teenager adrift.
Inside the bathhouse walls, a strange relationship will develop between these two fractured souls. 
Nominated for Best Short Film, César French Cinema Awards 2020.
Dir foued mansour I  2018 I  France I  18 mins I  Manifest I  English subtitles

Paul 
Cannes 2018: An evocative glimpse into the world of Paul, a grandfather alone in his Provençal farmhouse.
Against a backdrop of still shots, his observations range from the practicalities of everyday life to the family
memories that keep him alive. Documentary portrait. 
Dir marion Gaufroy I  2020 I  France I  3 mins I  Marion Gaufroy I  English subtitles

Jakob + director eymeric Jorat in conversation
Jakob, a humanoid robot, has just committed the first crime against a human being. He is destined to be 
destroyed, but a female lawyer tries to save him. Science fiction. Winner, Best Sci-Fi Film, Best Cinematography,
Los Angeles Independent Film Festival 2015. In collaboration with Edinburgh Short Film Festival
Dir eymeric Jorat I  2015 I  France I  16 mins I  English subtitles

By a hair /Pile Poil      
It is three days till Élodie will be sitting her final exam to become a beauty therapist. Her father, Francis, a
butcher, would prefer her to help more in his butcher's shop. Winner, Best Short Film, César French Cinema
Awards 2020. Prix de la Press Internationale, MyFrenchFilmFestival. 
Dirs lauriane escaffre, Yvonnick muller I  2018 I  France I  18 mins I  Agence du court métrage I  English subtitles

Blue Dog /Chien Bleu      
Emile, Yoan’s father, is afraid to go out and paints everything blue. One night Yoan meets Soraya, who practises
Tamil dance. They find a way to help Emile venture into the outside world. Nominated for Best Short Film, César
French Cinema Awards 2020.
Dirs fanny liatard, Jérémy trouilh I  2018 I  France I  17 mins I  Hirvi Production I  English subtitles

Mon 30 Nov 19.30
available for 24 hours (see page 2)(N/C 12+)
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Just Kids (N/C 15+)

Wed 2 Dec 19.30
available for 24 hours (see page 2)

Suddenly Jack, 19, Lisa, 17, and Mathis, 10, 
become orphans. Each sibling reacts differently
to the family tragedy: Lisa spreads her wings,
while Jack, having just come of age is appointed
as his brother’s guardian by a court decision. 
A new life begins. But how does someone just
barely out of adolescence himself become
responsible for a child? And how does one
construct a future when the past has become a
dangerous obsession? Fortunately, the strength
and energy of youth can work miracles. 

Cast Kacey mottet Klein, andrea maggiulli, 
anamaria vartolomei, angelina Woreth, Yves caumon,
ahmed abdel-laoui, Pierre vial, lou lambrecht

Director christophe Blanc I  2020 I France/Switzerland 
93 mins I  Int sales Be for films I  English subtitles 

@ home

into Dad’s Woods       
LaForêtdemonpère (N/C 15+) 

tue 1 Dec 19.30
available for 24 hours (see page 2)

Belgian director Véro Cratzborn’s first feature
film follows in the footsteps of a teenage girl 
reluctantly entering adulthood while facing up
to her father’s madness, a condition she finds
impossible to understand. The girl becomes
confused and rebels, allying herself to Nico, 
an adolescent from her neighbourhood, with 
a view to saving her father. Cratzborn first 
came to notice with her short film Les Biches.    

Cast léonie souchaud, ludivine sagnier, alban lenoir, 
mathis Bour, saskia de melo Dillais, carl malapa, Yoann Blanc

Director véro cratzborn I  2020 I  France/Belgium/Switzerland
90 mins I Int sales Be for films I  English subtitles   
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the Dazzled       
Les Ēblouis (N/C 15+)

clOsiNG film I  fri 4 Dec 19.30
available for 24 hours (see page 2)

Actress-turned-director Sarah Suco’s debut 
feature is a mesmerising slow burn set in an 
insular Catholic community. When promising
12-year-old acrobat Camille (promising 
newcomer Céleste Brunnquell) performs in a
sketch that seems to make light of prayer, the
church’s leader—known only as “The Shepherd”
(Jean-Pierre Darroussin) – asks her parents to 
withdraw her from circus training. Her mother
(Camille Cottin) has become emotionally 
dependent on the parish, while her father 
(Éric Caravaca) seems brainwashed, so Camille
has to fight for her own freedom and to save
her younger brothers and sisters. Suco, 
who co-wrote the script with Nicolas Silhol
(Corporate), grew up in just such a community.    

Cast céleste Brunnquell, camille cottin, 
Jean-Pierre Darroussin, Éric caravaca, spencer Bogaert

Director sarah suco I  2019 I  France I  99 mins
Int sales Pyramide international I  English subtitles 

honey cigar
Cigare au miel (N/C 15+)

thu 3 Dec 19.30
available for 24 hours (see page 2)

The 17-year-old protagonist played by 
Zoé Adjani (niece of Isabelle Adjani) lives 
between countries and cultures as well as 
adolescence and adulthood in Franco-Algerian
director Kamir Aïnouz’s debut feature. Set
mainly in 1993 Paris and the affluent suburb 
of Neuilly-sur-Seine where the girl grows up
amid the strictures of her parents who insist 
she speaks French at home. She struggles to
define herself and her relationship with various
males in a narrative that moves from the 
personal to the generational.

Cast Zoé adjani, amira casar, lyes salem, louis Peres,
idir chender, axel Grandberger, Jud Bengana, 
rym takoucht, samir el hakim

Director Kamir aïnouz I  2020 I  France I  100 mins
Int sales Best friend forever I  English subtitles 
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tickets & pricing
Visit www.frenchfilmfestival.org.uk/online
Have your credit or debit card ready.
tickets and passes on sale from 13 November 2020

tickets  Note: prices include 50p transaction fee.

Single ticket                                                           £7.50
Two film pass                                                        £12
Three film pass                                                      £19
Full Pass (all films + shorts)                                 £46
Shorts                                                                     £4

Discounts                                                               

Early Bird purchases (from 13/11 to 21/11)           10% off
16–25 years                                                           10% off on sending iD to
                                                                                online@frenchflmfestival.org.uk
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